
Bartlett PTO General Meeting 

August 18, 2021, 3:30 PM 

 

Meeting called to order at 3:35 PM 

 

Agenda Item 2: 2021/2022 General Meetings 

● 11/18/21 at 3:30 in the library 

● 2/15/22 at 3:30 in the library 

● 4/27 at 3:30 in the library 

 

Requested we post minutes to the PTO Facebook page for those who couldn’t make the 

meeting. 

 

Agenda Item 3: 2021/2022 PTO Board Introductions 

● President- Anya Earl 

● Vice President- Erica Bouchereau 

● Fundraising Chair- Kim Baldizan 

● Treasurer- Kelly McGovern 

● Secretary- AJ Freed 

 

Agenda Item 3: PTO Engagement 

 

As we move forward the Bartlett PTO will offer support to the grade level chairs for their events 

in addition to 3 PTO sponsored events approved by the Bartlett administration. 

 

Agenda Item 4: SOT Elections 

 

Katheryn P. outgoing SOT parent volunteer gave a brief overview for the SOT position. The 

School Organizational Team reviews the school budget alongside teachers and the 

administration once a month. 

● SOT meeting 8/26/21 

● SOT election form coming soon 

● SOT new volunteers start 9/17/21 

● SOT meeting 9/23/21 

 

We will need 3 volunteers for the SOT. Parents can observe these meetings currently being 

held through Zoom to better understand the process and information of the Bartlett budget. 

 

Agenda Item 5: Covid Process and Protocol with Mr. Christian and Dr. Clayman 

● 8/17/21 Bartlett Covid Times is sent home to better help answer questions about how 

things are handled at the school level 

● 8/18/2021 CCSD Covid current process  

 

 



Covid Process and Protocol with Mr. Christian and Dr. Clayman Q & A 

 

Q: What is the process for exposure? 

A: Secondary and primary exposure have different protocols which can change at any time. 

 

Q: How do we know if we are supposed to quarantine our student? Which classmates are 

exposed? 

A: We cannot disclose names. The school nurse and SNHD will notify you if you will need to 

quarantine your child. 

 

Q: Why did Lamping ES close and move to distance learning? 

A: SNHD made the final decision since they had multiple classroom outbreaks. 

 

Q:It shows on the CCSD Covid Tracker that we have <10 cases at Bartlett but no one can say 

how many are active. 

A: We have zero cases at the moment but understand that could change at any moment. 

 

Q: How far back do you contact trace the students? 

A: It is case by case but 3 days has been used for younger children. This is why we have 

assigned seating in classrooms, the lunchroom and restroom breaks are released to 2 children 

at a time. These are logged each day for contact tracing as needed. 

 

Q: Can Bartlett or Bartlett PTO provide funds for air filters for classrooms and specials? 

A: Mr. Christian stated that he wants this matter to filter down from CCSD channels to make 

sure items in the classrooms are acceptable to put into CCSD classrooms. 

 

What you can do is contact your teacher personally to support the classroom by providing an air 

filter if your teacher would like one, paid with your personal funds.  

 

Q: Gate pickup congestion, can we return to parents given access to the blacktop area to greet 

kids like in years past? 

A: No, it will not return to the previous years blacktop access due to it being a breach in the 

security in the past where a teacher was ambushed by a parent. 

 

We will continue to communicate to parents to not crowd the gate and use the former Kiss and 

drop to spread out. 

 

Dr. Clayman “We are doing our best to protect your children. We are committed to doing the 

best we can” 

 

Requested we post and email Bartlett Covid Times online 

 

 

 



Agenda Item 6: Fundraising  

 

Penny Wars - coming soon 

Monday: pennies 

Tuesday: nickels 

Wednesday: dimes 

Thursday: quarters 

Friday: dollars 

 

Restaurant Night: Chick Fil’a  

In the past Chick Fil’a has provided a successful fundraiser of $750 in a 2 hour period and a 

percentage of all sales are provided to the school fundraiser. 

 

Grade levels will still host their fundraisers like the 3rd grade Winter Creations during the 

holidays.  

 

Agenda Item 7: Supportive Activities 

 

Yearbook: we request everyone share pictures from around Bartlett and any events we may 

have. You can send them to bartlettyearbookphotos@gmail.com. 

 

Spirit Days: We will have more information soon from Coach Farnsworth. We want to have a 

spirit day once a month. 

 

Bartlett Garden: We need support for our learning garden as it is an active part of our students' 

education. We have had a small committee in the past to harvest and sell the produce from the 

garden to help support its professional care. 

 

Fall Festival: We have been planning on having an outdoor dance for this fall but the way things 

currently are we will look at moving this to spring. 

 

Volunteer Interest Form: Look out for a purple form coming home to let us know how you can 

best help with the PTO. 

 

Additional Information: 

● 8/24/21 PTO president meets with teachers and Mr. Christian to discuss budget 

for the upcoming school year 

● Mr. Christian approved that parent volunteers are allowed to help on picture day, 

PTO will assist with signing up volunteers 

● Volunteer badges will be addressed at a later date 

● 9/10/21 CCSD Count Day, we are currently short 100 students to avoid teacher 

cuts 

 

Meeting adjourned 4:48 PM 
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